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The legends for the Supporting Information figures were omitted. The full titles and legends for the Supporting Information Figures are as follows:

**Fig. S1. Annual variation in daily tweet activity.** Mean tweet probability distribution in 2010 (P) and 2011 (Q). JS(P, Q)=0.0009.

**Fig. S2. Collective attention related to multiple events.** Tweet probability distribution, and the rankings of the popularity and the enhancement of key terms in Japanese tweets on Jun 13, 2010. Each black bar in the figure denotes the time range during which tweets were considered for calculating term frequency. The red text in the tables denotes terms related to (A) an earthquake and (B) Hayabusa\'s return to the Earth. (C) in the figure is related to Twitter outage. The text in parentheses denotes the English translation.

**Fig. S3. Collective attention related to new year holidays.** Tweet probability distribution, and the rankings of the popularity and the enhancement of key terms in Japanese tweets on January 1, 2011. The black bar in the figure represents the time range during which tweets were considered for calculating term frequency. The red text in the table represent terms related to new year holidays, and the text in parentheses denotes the English translation.
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